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growth mindset
Who am I as a learner?
How can I apply what I know about learning?

wellness
multiple intelligences
multiple perspectives
diversity

purpose
expression
innovation
citizenship
discovery
decision making
pursuing a passion
sustainability
appreciation
and so on

design thinking

problem solving
learning process
risk taking

play
creativity
imagination
curiosity
tinkering

personal qualities
self-knowledge
meta-cognition

personal exploration

learning community
empathy

ethics

communication
connectivity
roles
responsibilities
teamwork
peer review

collaboration

understanding need
researching
ideate
prototyping
critical thinking
testing & evaluating
feedback
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learn by myself
working on my own

play with things
goinging inspired

make good choices
learning community

understand others
learning others

solve problems
learning process

take risks

learn with others
working with others

open mind

Who am I as a learner?

healthy self

different kinds of knowledge & skills

different kinds of people & ideas

different kinds of modes

what I can do
using what I have learned

make a plan
organizing my work